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Setting the Stage for this course...
• Today’s lecture will take us from the New Deal Era up through roughly the 

mid 1960s.
• Crisis of Great Depression (1929) →  New Deal Era Housing Policies (1930s) to cope 

with fall out of GD and the evolution of the home mortgage.
• Critical lens with attention the structural racism embedded in out housing system.

• In Week 6 (no class week 5), we’ll pick up with 1968 Fair Housing Act and 
focus more on structural racism in the housing system:

• segregation, urban renewal, racial steering, valuation and lending
• In Week 7, we’ll pick up wit the Nixon era moratorium and devolution 

during the Reagan era then turn our focus to NYC-specific policies of the 
1990s and 2000s

• In weeks 8, we’ll circle back a bit to talk about Public Housing, its history, 
1990s demise under Hope VI, and contemporary issues with NYCHA.



FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy (overview)

• From 1933 to 1980 (until Reagan’s presidential terms) the Federal 
Government was seen as the purveyor of housing for low-income 
Americans.

• This responsibility started to shift (i.e. devolve) from the Federal Gov’t on to 
local and state governments as well as become more focused on the private 
sector and non-profits (often in partnership with the private sector) to meet 
the needs of housing for the poor and low-income.

• The Great Depression (1929) created an economic crisis that 
demanded serious interventions from the public-sector in the form of 
Roosevelt’s New Deal initiatives under the Federal Government.

https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/LEGS_CHRON_JUNE2014.PDF


FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• There were 3 approaches to the U.S. federal housing policy during the 
Great Depression.

1. Increase the efficiency of the private market
2. A weak attempt at public housing production
3. Private sector subsidies to spur the creation of affordable housing

• The Great Depression exposed serious flaws in how housing and real 
estate industries had operated up to that point.

• The typical 2-5 year mortgages required a balloon payment at the end and 
covered only 50%-60% of the full cost of the home...second and third 
mortgages were a common practice.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The GD had a devastating impact not only on the overall economy, but on home financing as well. High unemployment and dwindling wages meant mortgage holders could not make the last balloon payments (even if they could manage monthly loan payments) on their homes. Lenders were reluctant to refinance because people’s earnings had fallen, and those institutions began to fail. Second and third mortgages become worthless and property values plummeted. At its peak, the depression saw ½ of all home mortgages in default with 1000 occurring a day.



FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• Early policy efforts to salvage the economy from this financial disaster.
• 1932 Federal Home Loan Bank Act – Under Pres. Hoover to, “create a credit reserve 

intended to increase the supply of credit available to the housing market, thereby 
allowing people to buy and maintain homes”... (source). Essentially help people 
cheaply buy homes, it created entities to provide short- and long-term solutions.

• Home Owners’ Loan Corp. (HOLC): created to refinance troubled mortgages, only operated  
for 4 years, yet introduced a new credit instrument...the long-term fully amortized mortgage. 
Also created racist redlining maps...more on that later.

• Federal Home Loan Bank and Federal Reserve Bank: regulatory body to supervise and guide 
the savings and loans industry.

• 1938 Federal National Mortgage Assoc. – Also know as Fannnie Mae, created a 
more efficient credit system for home financing through providing a second market 
for mortgages by purchasing FHA and conventional mortgages and selling them to 
investors. This provided liquidity in the mortgage market so lenders could continue 
to provided new mortgages to homeowners. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amortize – means to pay off the initial cost of something gradually, over time. Like the monthly mortgage payments you make for 30 years. To pay down a debt incrementally.These new policies in the 1930s were conservative in their social impact as they focused almost exclusively on white, middle-class and suburban markets.

https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/federal-home-loan-bank-act-1932


FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• With mortgages, you need mortgage insurance.
• 1934 National Housing Act → Federal Housing Administration (FHA) – the creation 

of the FHA meant the federal government would insure mortgages provided by 
private lenders.

• This was a revolutionary change in housing and made monthly mortgage payments more 
manageable and the insurance program removed risk, thus making interest rates low and 
housing more affordable for the average person...except for African-Americans and other 
non-whites who were largely excluded from FHA assistance.

• U.S. Housing Act of 1937 (Wagner-Steagall Act) – established the U.S. Housing 
Admin. to build affordable housing (for each new unit, one substandard unit must be 
removed, operations left to local authorities). Low maximum income 
requirements...lead to concentration of poverty.  >>> Video on this later

• Housing Act of 1949 – “Declares that the general welfare and security of the Nation 
requires the establishment of a national housing policy to realize, as soon as feasible, 
the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American 
family. Authorizes Federal advances, loans, and grants to localities to assist slum 
clearance and urban redevelopment”.  In other words...Urban Renewal.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Prior to the Great Depression, lenders only had the property itself (e.g., the physical house) as protection against a loan default. The impact of the GD proved this to be an unreliable form of protection, thus with FHA backing, the risk of default was shifted to the public sector, making lending institutions more eager make loans.1937 Housing Act: “It is the policy of the United States (1) to promote the general welfare of the Nation by employing the funds and credit of the Nation...(A) to assist States and political subdivisions of States to remedy the unsafe housing conditions and the acute shortage of decent and safe dwellings for low-income families; [and] (B) to assist States and political subdivisions of States to address the shortage of housing affordable to low-income families...”– Excerpt from the United States Housing Act of 1937We’ll talk more about urban renewal and slum clearance when cover public housing in weeks 8. Urban renewal removed more low-income housing than it ever produced.



Federal Housing Administration

• The racially exclusionary practices of the FHA and other policies in the 
1930s, “helped to catalyze urban uprisings by the 1960s” (Taylor, 2019, p. 32).

• FHA policies discouraged homeownership among African-Americans and 
those living close to them, they also prohibited small home improvement 
loans made available to whites.

• Example of racial provisions of the FHA Underwriting Manual, 1936
• “Thus, although physical surrounds of a neighborhood area may be favorable and 

conducive to enjoyable, pleasant living in its locations, if the children of people living in 
such an area are compelled to attend school where the majority or a goodly number of 
the pupils represent a far lower level of society or an incompatible racial element, the 
neighborhood under consideration will prove far less stable and desirable than if this 
condition did not exist. In such an instance it might well be that for the payment of a fee 
children of this area could attend another school with pupils of their same social class”.

http://wbhsi.net/%7Ewendyplotkin/DeedsWeb/fha36.html


Federal Housing Administration: inception 
thru 1960s
• FHA Underwriting Manual , 1938 (here→ “rationale” for redlining 

e.g., sections 929, 932, 936-939)
• In 1948 Shelley v. Kraemer banned the enforcement of restrictive (racial) 

covenants which had been commonly used after SCOTUS allowed them in 
1926 (examples of covenants here).

• Despite the ban, segregation and discrimination persisted.
• Both the FHA and Veterans Administration (VA) excluded nearly all African 

Americans.
• By 1959 less than 2% of FHA-insured properties went to non-whites while 

over the course of mid-1930s to mid-1970s FHA provided $119B in home 
mortgages.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PDF page 107 for section 929 of FHA manualInterestingly, in the Supreme Court decision for Shelley v Kraemer, the unanimous 6-0 decision meant 3 justices recused themselves...they each lived I homes covered by racial restrictions.

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/pdf/Federal-Housing-Administration-Underwriting-Manual.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/shelley_v_kraemer_(1948)#:%7E:text=Primary%20tabs-,Shelley%20v.,provision%20of%20the%20Fourteenth%20Amendment.
https://depts.washington.edu/civilr/covenants.htm


Redlining
• Under the New Deal, the 1932 Federal Home Loan Bank Act was created 

to lower the cost of homeownership—through government-sponsored 
banks providing mortgage credit—to stave off the financial crisis that 
had ensued due to the Great Depression. 

• In 1933, the Home  Owner’s Loan Corporation (HOLC) was created to help people 
with distressed mortgages refinance by introducing long-term amortized 
mortgages. Between 1933-35 it supplied $3B toward this and created the 
appraisal process we know as redlining.

• In 1934, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was created to insure these 
mortgages. The FHA worked with banks and continued using the redlining maps created 
by HOLC.

• Between 1933-1951 redlining created an intentionally race-based appraisal 
system that explicitly denied mortgages and loans to African Americans.

• Redlining was made illegal in the 1968 Fair Housing Act (FHA), but its affects 
persist today.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are two “FHA”s – don’t get them confused, they are two different things. The Federal Housing Administration and Fair Housing Act.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rankings of D were considered devalued and not worth investing in; therefore, home loans were not granted to anybody (predominantly Black people) living in those areas. These maps were made in major cities all over the US.



Redlined Areas
According to the Preliminary Care Development 
Corp.
• Poverty: Formerly redlined areas have a poverty rate 

3.6 times that of A-rated census tracts.
• Segregation: The proportion of Black residents in 

redlined areas is 9.1 time higher than that of A-rated 
census tracts.

• Welfare: 17.8% of adults in formerly redlined areas are 
uninsured, compared to 6.4% in A-rated census tracts.

• Health: 26.6% of adults in formerly lined areas are 
obese, compared to 16.2% in A-rated census tracts.

Source link

https://www.pcdc.org/new-findings-historic-redlining-drives-health-disparities-for-new-yorkers/?creative=484130070146&keyword=effects%20of%20redlining&matchtype=e&network=g&device=c&gclid=CjwKCAjwg5uZBhATEiwAhhRLHk_nTAt58KbOahEh98i5gxWYXGaDlISOBLu-mNq_AjMlIZqubJJWlRoCD4gQAvD_BwE


Redlining Legacies
• Explore HOLC grading and current social 

vulnerability scores here: link 
• Look at example of Queens and 

compare social indicators between 
redlined (‘D’ graded) areas and 
blue/green (‘B’/’A’ graded) areas.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Fair-Housing-Act

https://dsl.richmond.edu/socialvulnerability/map/#loc=11/40.712/-73.817&city=queens-ny
https://www.nycurbanism.com/blog/2020/6/8/mapmondays-holc-redlining-maps
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Fair-Housing-Act


Federal Housing Administration: inception 
thru 1960s

“From the 1930s until the late 1960s, U.S. housing policies 
were caught between innovation and regressive racial 
attitudes that produced a multilayered approach to public 
policy: homeownership and development for white residents, 
public housing or extractive and predatory tenancy for African 
Americans in the wake of urban renewal practices”. 

(Taylor, 2019, p. 28-9)



Federal Housing Administration: inception 
thru 1960s
• The impact of FHA policies was substantial.

• Homeownership grew! By 1960, 60% of Americans were homeowners—this 
also created the foundation of a sound economy at the time.

• However, this growth was uneven.
• Created conditions for a flourishing (mainly white) suburbia at the expense of 

inner-city urban development in which the Black population was largely 
trapped.

• Second Great Migration: From 1940-1970, 5 million African-Americans 
migrated from the South to urban areas in the North, Midwest, and west 
Coast.

• 10% of national population, occupying only 8% of housing
• Living “doubled up”  rose from 13.8% to 15.1% during the 1940s
• 27% of Black housing was considered dilapidated versus 5% of whites’.
• During this time cities were undergoing urban renewal (more on that in Week 6)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The lack of housing options available to African-Americans forced them to live in disinvested areas with poor housing conditions – this manifestation of structural racism unjustly shaped perceptions and fomented racism, making poverty synonymous with African-Americans in many people’s eyes.No incentive for landlords to upkeep buildings since the housing market was wholly segregated and therefore market values were low and demand high in Black neighborhoods. Rather, landlords subdivided apartments instead of making necessary repairs...these “new” units often lacked basics like a bathroom (a case on Detroit in the 1950s had 45,000 units having to use an outdoor “crapper” toilet.)



Federal Housing Administration: inception 
thru 1960s
• Black homeownership lagged behind that of whites by 35%-50% in 

the first half of the 20th century due to poverty, access, and 
discrimination.

• Yet, Black homeownership grew with post war migration and 
increased incomes. 

• By 1950, 1 in 3 Black, urban families owned their home—an increase of  137% 
over the previous decade compared to 84% for whites living in cities.

• However, the costs were higher and quality lower for Black homeowners
• Whites benefiting from the FHA received: reduced down payments and longer 

repayment periods even as home prices rose by 52% between 1952 and 1956.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Notion of a self-fulfilling prophecy: These poor conditions in Black neighborhoods (which were produced by policy – hence structural racism) only further convinced the real estate industry that residential segregation was necessary and used it as evidence to continue excluding Blacks from white areas.This is also contradictory to the reason why the FHA as started to begin with, to expand access to homeownership to low-income families...it did bring millions of working class and low-income renters into ownership, but they were overwhelmingly white...whereas A-A had to seek other ways to finance home buying and/or pay more for less.  Amidst redlining and blockbusting, there were some Black mortgage lenders out there and many of them organized savings and loan associations that operated on local levels, also credit unions were created in some Black communities...however, there was some exploitation and predation even by Black realtors.In another week we’ll learn about race and housing price valuations.This liberalizing of the FHA is in the ideological context of what homeownership is purported to represent...the true expression of free-market principles (as opposed to public housing or renting). Homeownership also fueled the economy in a huge way when you consider all the building materials and durable consumer items it necessitated.  



Federal Housing Administration: inception 
thru 1960s
“The deterioration of urban neighborhoods was not simply a side 
effect of suburbanization or an “unintended consequence”; the 
two were dialectically connected. This connection meant that the 
proposition of a “dual market” was misleading. Duality suggested 
distinction and separation, as if the urban and suburban housing 
markets were not intimately related to each other. Instead, there 
was a single  United States housing market that was defined by its 
racially discriminatory, tiered access—each tier reinforcing and 
legitimizing the other”.

(Taylor, 2019, p. 37, emphasis added)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a contradiction in the logic of the FHA:       > on one side homeownership (HO) was central to the American economy which meant segregation had to be maintained, but also the HO opportunities needed to be expanded to African Americans.      > on the other side: the FHAs legacy of regressive racial tactics stunted the expansion of HO to BlacksSo, we have a political-economic condition here whereby African-Americans are living under the strain of limited housing options, are growing in population (migration, urban industrial jobs), and have little civic or private investment in their urban spaces. This only worked to reinforce and further legitimize racial segregation. The crisis in American inner-cities is contrasted with the perceived high value of white suburbia...and the more exclusive suburbia was, the more Black people had to stay confined to financial exploitation thru renting and buying. 



FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• In the 1960s, during JFK’s administration, there were programs 
designed to offer private-sector owners and developers incentives to 
build affordable housing. 

• Sections 235 and 236 were eventually implemented in the inner cities (more 
on that in week 6).

• These programs offered inexpensive financing via loans at below-
market interest rates and interest rate buy-downs.

• Section 235—(FHA) mortgage insurance program designed to help new 
borrowers achieve homeownership by allowing them to take out 
government-insured mortgages with no money down on new properties. 

• On February 5, 1988, the Section 235 Program was terminated under section 401(d) of 
the Homes and Community Development Act of 1987.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These programs were essentially builder programs, meaning they did more to grow those industries than actually house people who needed housing. As housing policy in the 1960s shifted to target the housing needs of the inner city, the system also became more dependent on private sector implementation.https://furmancenter.org/coredata/directory/entry/federal-housing-administration-mortgage-insurance-programs-unavailable



FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• Section 221(d)(3) –Below Market Interest Rate program (BMIR) allowed 
developers to obtain FHA-insured (at 3% rate) mortgages from private 
lenders, who then immediately sold the mortgages at face value to Fannie 
Mae. 

• The program targeted middle-income households who could not qualify for public 
housing where rents were based on operating costs and mortgage amounts. 

• Ended in 1968, the Section 221(D)(3) BMIR program was ultimately replaced by the 
Section 236 program.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Source: chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://www.nhlp.org/wp-content/uploads/NHLP-HUD-Housing-Programs-Tenants%E2%80%99-Rights-4th-ed.-2012-Section-1.2.4.1-re.-Section-221d3-BMIR-Program.pdf



FEDERAL ERA: U.S. Housing Policy

• Section 236—established by the Housing and Urban Development Act (HUD) 
of 1968, combined federal mortgage insurance with interest reduction 
payments to the mortgagee for the production of low-cost rental housing. 
Under this program, HUD provided interest subsidies to lower a project’s 
mortgage interest rate to as low as 1 percent. 

• This program no longer provides insurance or subsidies for new mortgage loans, but 
existing Section 236 properties continue to operate under the program. 

• The interest reduction payment results in lower operating costs and subsequently a 
reduced rent structure.
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In 2 Weeks...

• Pick up with 1968 Fair Housing Act...what it was supposed to do versus what it did
• Look more closely at some discriminatory housing policies and their current 

impacts
• Learn about the impact of programs, like section 235, on housing inner-city 

residents, especially Black women
• Private sector programs
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